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Gradient corrections to the local spin density approximation for the exchange-correlation energyExc

are increasingly useful in quantum chemistry and solid state physics. We present elementary
physical arguments which explain the qualitative dependencies of the exchange and correlation
energies upon the local density, local spin polarization, and reduced density gradient. The nearly
local behavior of the generalized gradient approximation forExc at valence-electron densities, due
to strong cancellation between the nonlocalities of exchange and correlation, is shared by the exact
linear response of the uniform electron gas. We further test and develop our rationale for the
chemical and solid-state consequences of gradient corrections. We also partially explain the
‘‘conjointness’’ between the exchange energy and the noninteracting kinetic energy, whose
generalized gradient approximation is tested here. An appendix presents the full expression for the
gradient-corrected correlation potential. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!00504-2#
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I. NONLOCALITY AND ITS PHYSICAL ORIGINS

Kohn–Sham spin density functional theory1 routinely
provides useful first-principles predictions for the groun
state structure of many-electron systems.2 For practical ap-
plications, the exchange-correlation energyExc@n↑ ,n↓# must
be approximated. The local spin density approximat
~LSD! ~Refs. 1,3! has been used successfully for 30 years
solid-state physics. Recently, generalized gradient appr
mations~GGA’s! ~Refs. 4–11! have improved upon the ac
curacy of LSD, and GGA has become a standard metho
quantum chemistry. Hybrids of GGA’s with traditional wav
function methods such as exact exchange12–16 or configura-
tion interaction17 are tantalizingly close to the elusive goal
chemical accuracy from first principles. Here we stress t
nonempirical GGA’s are neither black boxes nor stabs in
dark; they can be understood and intuited. Moreover, L
can be understood and intuited in the same way, as a sp
case of GGA.

In the Kohn–Sham approach, the ground-state energ
written as

Ev@n↑ ,n↓#5Ts@n↑ ,n↓#1E d3r n~r !v~r !1U@n#

1Exc@n↑ ,n↓#, ~1!

where

U@n#5
1

2 E d3rd3r 8
n~r !n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~2!

We use atomic units in which\5e25m51. Ts denotes the
noninteracting kinetic energy of the Kohn–Sham deter
nant, v(r ) is the external potential,n5n↑1n↓ the ground-
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state density corresponding tov(r ), and Exc accounts for
exchange and correlation effects. Generalized gradient
proximations to the universal functionalExc are of the form

Exc
GGA@n↑ ,n↓#5E d3r f ~n↑ ,n↓ ,¹n↑ ,¹n↓!. ~3!

In this article we focus on the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerh
~PBE! GGA.9 This functional is a nonempirical extension o
the local spin-density approximation, to which it reduces
the limit where¹n↑ and¹n↓ both vanish. The principal aim
of this article is to explain the physical origin of the nonl
cality or density-gradient dependence of the GGA. Our ar
ments provide a check on the derivations of GGA’s, a
insights into their structure. This is particularly useful b
cause, while the construction of the PBE is very simple,
inputs to this construction are not all so easily checked.
also discuss the characteristic chemical effects of grad
corrections~Sec. II!, and present numerical tests and co
parisons of GGA’s for the noninteracting kinetic, exchang
and exchange-correlation energies~Sec. III!.

A GGA may be represented approximately as

Exc
GGA@n↑ ,n↓#5E d3r nF S 2

c

r s
DFxc~r s ,z,s!G , ~4!

where c53a/4p50.458 165 anda5(9p/4)1/351.919 16.
Here

r s~r !5S 3

4pnD 1/3

~5!

is the local density parameter or Seitz radius~roughly the
mean interelectronic spacing!,
8/108(4)/1522/10/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1523Perdew et al.: Density functional nonlocality
z~r !5
n↑2n↓

n
~6!

is the local relative spin polarization, and

s~r !5
u¹nu
2kFn

5
3

2a
u¹r su ~7!

is the local inhomogeneity parameter or reduced density
dient, which measures how fast and how much the den
varies on the scale of the local Fermi wavelength 2p/kF

52pr s /a. The factor (2c/r s) in the integrand of Eq.~4! is
the exchange energy per particleex(r s ,z50) of a spin-
unpolarized uniform electron gas. The enhancement fa
Fxc>1 accounts for the effects of inhomogeneity, sp
polarization, and correlation. It is the analog of 3a/2 in Slat-
er’s Xa method,18 and, like 3a/2, its variation is bounded
and plottable.Fxc(r s ,z,s50) recovers the local spin-densit
~LSD! approximation.1 We decomposeFxc into an exchange
and a correlation contribution

Fxc5Fx~z,s!1Fc~r s ,z,s!, ~8!

where Fx.0, Fc.0, and Fc→0 as r s→0. Clearly Fx(z
50,s50)51. GGA’s typically also include¹z contributions
to the exchange energy, which vanish for an unpolari
~z50! or fully-polarized~z51! system and are neglected
Eq. ~4! and the rest of this section to simplify our qualitativ
discussion.

The full nonlocality ofExc@n↑ ,n↓# cannot be captured
by Eqs. ~3! or ~4!. Because of its simple semilocal form
GGA ~like LSD! can be at best a controlled extrapolati
away from the limit of slowly-varying density. But this re
stricted form greatly simplifies the derivation, characteriz
tion, and physical understanding of nonlocality and its ch
acteristic effects, and eases the labor required for prac
computation. The LSD enhancementFxc(r s ,z,s50) is
unique in principle, since there is a possible system~the uni-
form electron gas! in which r s andz are constant and thus fo
which LSD is exact. At least in this sense, there is no uniq
GGA, sincer s and s5(3/2p)1/3u¹r su cannot both be con
stant, except in the limits→0. Our conservative philosoph
of GGA construction is to retain all known correct form
properties of LSD, while adding others.19,20 Among the wel-
ter of possible conditions which could be imposed to co
struct a GGA, the most natural and important are those
ready satisfied by LSD, or by the real-space construction
PW91.

The Perdew–Wang 1991~PW91! ~Refs. 7,8,10,11! and
Perdew–Burke–E´ rnzerhof ~PBE! ~Refs. 8,9! GGA’s con-
struct the enhancement factorFxc(r s ,z,s) nonempirically.
Both begin from accurate Quantum Monte Carlo calculatio
for the energy of the uniform electron gas. PW91 relies f
ther upon the density-gradient expansion for the exchan
correlation hole and conserving cutoffs of its spurious lon
range parts, while PBE relies upon the gradient coeffici
Cc(r s50) for the correlation energy and a few exact limi
In the ‘‘GGA made simple’’ of PBE, all parameters oth
than those in LSD are fundamental constants. Figures 1
2 display the PBE result forFxc(r s ,z,s) in the physical
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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range 0<s&3.21 ~Core electrons have 0&s&1; s diverges
in the evanescent tail of the density for a finite system!
PW91 is almost indistinguishable from PBE on the scale
Fig. 1, as shown in Ref. 9. The PBE gradient correctio
significantly reduce9,22 the LSD overbinding of molecules
correctly describe the hydrogen bond in ice,23 and even yield
realistic binding energy curves for the rare-gas dimers,22,24

which other popular GGA’s do not bind.
The exchange-correlation energy25 Exc5Ex1Ec is the

sum of two negative contributions. The first is the exchan
energy Ex , evaluated from the expectation value of th
electron–electron interaction using a Slater determinan
Kohn–Sham orbitals. The second is the correlation ene
Ec , which arises from correlations within the interactin
wave function and thus is of higher order in the electro
electron interaction. ClearlyFxc>0 in Figs. 1 and 2, as ex
pected. We seek an intuitive understanding of these figu
The corresponding figures for other popular GGA’s are p
sented in Ref. 20.

FIG. 1. Thez50 enhancement factor of Eq.~4!, showing GGA nonlocality
or s-dependence for the PBE functional of Ref. 9.s5u¹nu/2kFn is the
reduced density gradient or inhomogeneity parameter. Thes→` asymptote
of all curves is 11k51.804. The LSD curves would be horizontal straig
lines coinciding with the GGA curves ats50.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the spin-polarization energy enhancement fa
The value atr s50 ands50 is 21/32150.260, from the spin-scaling rela
tion for the exchange energy~Ref. 28!. For 0,uzu,1, Fxc(r s ,z,s)
'Fxc(r s,0,s)1z2@Fxc(r s,1,s)2Fxc(r s,0,s)#. The s→` asymptote of all
curves is (21/321)(11k)50.469. The LSD curves would be horizonta
straight lines coinciding with the GGA curves ats50.
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1524 Perdew et al.: Density functional nonlocality
First we consider the dependence of the individual co
ponents of the ground-state energy upon density sca
Temporarily suppressing spin indices, we replace the den
n in Eq. ~1! by the uniformly-scaled densityng ,

n~r !→ng~r !5g3n~gr !, ~9!

so thatz(r )→z(gr ), s(r )→s(gr ), andr s(r )→g21r s(gr ).
Increasingg makes the density distribution more compa
and increases the value of the average density, while c
serving the number of electrons. The expectation value of
sum of the kinetic and electron–electron repulsion operat
as a functional ofng , can be written as

T@ng#1Vee@ng#5Ts@ng#1U@ng#1Ex@ng#1Ec@ng#

5g2Ts@n#1g~U@n#1Ex@n# !

1g2Ec
1/g@n#. ~10!

The latter identity follows from known scaling relations26,27

for each individual term~e.g., U@ng#5gU@n#!. Ec
1/g@n# is

the correlation energy of a system with densityn and with
electron-electron interaction scaled byg21. As g→`, the
leading term inEc

1/g goes as 1/g2. The noninteracting kinetic
energyTs and the exchange energyEx always scale likeg2

and g1, respectively, whileEc scales in the high-densit
limit like g0. For any densityn, the high-density~g→`!
limit is one in which Ex dominatesEc , and Ts dominates
Ex . The form of Eqs.~4! and~8! for the exchange energy a
z50 is consistent with the exchange scaling of Eq.~10!.

The exchange energy for the spin-polarized case
then be constructed from that for the unpolarized case via
exact spin-scaling relation,28

Ex@n↑ ,n↓#5
1

2
Ex@n↑ ,n↑#1

1

2
Ex@n↓ ,n↓#. ~11!

Neglecting¹z, Eqs.~4! and ~11! imply

Fx~z,s!5
1

2
~11z!4/3Fx~z50,s/~11z!1/3!

1
1

2
~12z!4/3Fx~z50,s/~12z!1/3!. ~12!

The gradient-corrected functional forEc typically does not
include¹z terms. The analog of Eq.~11! for Ts is28

Ts@n↑ ,n↓#5
1

2
Ts@n↑ ,n↑#1

1

2
Ts@n↓ ,n↓#. ~13!

~In Ref. 28,Ts@ns ,ns# was denotedTs@2ns#, with a similar
notation forEx .!

Now we consider spin densitiesn↑(r ) andn↓(r ) that are
not too far from the slowly-varying~s!1, etc.! limit,1 and
number-conserving variations of these densities wh
change the local density parametersr s ,z,s. How doEx and
Ec change under such variations? Let us first discuss
noninteracting kinetic energyTs of the Kohn–Sham determi
nant. Its second-order gradient expansion approximatio28

~GEA!,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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T0@n↑ ,n↓#1T2@n↑ ,n↓#5E d3r nF 3a2

10r s
2GG~z,s!, ~14!

G~z,s!5@~11z!5/31~12z!5/3#/215s2/27, ~15!

scales as in Eqs.~10! and ~13!, and is arguably its own
GGA.29 Clearly the kinetic energy per particle can be i
creased by decreasingr s , increasinguzu, or increasings, as
demanded by the Pauli exclusion and uncertainty princip
and by scaling.

uExu is intimately related toTs , since both are con-
structed from the one-electron density matrix of the Koh
Sham determinant.30,31 Indeed, these two density functiona
have been called ‘‘conjoint’’.32 Let us consider a density
variation in whichdrs<0, duzu>0, andds>0 everywhere,
whencedTs>0. With more kinetic energy, the occupied o
bitals can dig a more localized and deeper exchange hole
the uncertainty principle suggests. The first effect of such
increase inTs is an increase inuExu, i.e., exchange turns on
more strongly whenr s decreases,s increases, oruzu in-
creases, which can also be seen from Eq.~4! and Figs. 1 and
2.

The second effect of any such increase inTs is to
strengthen the unperturbed or noninteracting potential~i.e.,
the Kohn–Sham potential which holds noninteracting el
trons at the spin densitiesn↑ and n↓!. The soft-core, long-
range electron-electron repulsion becomes a relativ
weaker perturbation,27,33 thus reducing the ratioEc /Ex ,
which tends to zero whenTs tends to infinity. This effect is
clearly visible in Figs. 1 and 2: Whenr s→0,
Fxc(r s ,z,s)→Fx(z,s), the enhancement factor for exchan
alone; whens→`, againFxc(r s ,z,s)→Fx(z,s). Thus cor-
relation turns off relative to exchange in these limits, a
also weakens relative to exchange whenuzu increases from 0
to 1. Of course, the effects of increasinguzu follow directly
from the Pauli exclusion principle, which keeps the electro
apart rather efficiently in the spin-polarized case, thus red
ing additional correlation effects. We shall confirm these e
pectations aboutEc and Ex in Eqs. ~19! and ~20! below.
Moreover,Fxc(r s ,z,s) decreases with decreasingr s , so the
curves of Fig 1 never cross.

Thus far, we have explained:~1! why ther s50 curve in
Fig. 1 rises with increasings, ~2! why the curves for succes
sively biggerr s start higher, rise less steeply, and eventua
join the r s50 curve ass→`, and ~3! why these curves
never cross. We have also explained~4! why the small-r s

curves of Fig. 2 are positive, and lie above the larger s

curves.
To explain the other qualitative features of Figs. 1 and

especially ther s→` behaviors, we note that

Exc5NE
0

`

du 4pu2 ^nxc~u!&
2u

, ~16!

whereN5*d3r n(r ) is the electron number and

^nxc~u!&5
1

N E d3r n~r !E dVu

4p
nxc~r ,r1u! ~17!
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1525Perdew et al.: Density functional nonlocality
is the system- and spherical-average of the densitynxc(r ,r
1u) at r1u of the exchange-correlation hole around an el
tron at r ,8,25 which obeys the sum rule

E
0

`

du 4pu2^nxc~u!&521. ~18!

Equation~18! asserts that an electron atr is missing from the
rest of the system. As a consequence of the constraint~18!
and of the extra factor of 1/u in Eq. ~16!, the exchange-
correlation energyExc of Eq. ~16! typically becomes more
negative when the system-averaged hole^nxc(u)& becomes
deeper at small interelectronic separationsu, and less nega
tive when this hole becomes shallower.

The small-u behavior ofnxc(r ,r1u) has a quasiuniver
sal dependence upon the local spin densities atr and their
gradients.8 In the low-density (r s→`) or strong-coupling
limit, the system is maximally correlated in the sense that
other electrons are excluded from the vicinity of a giv
electron, i.e., we expect thatnxc(r ,r1u)52n(r1u) for
small u. Taylor expansion of this hole to orderu2 and inte-
gration of Eq.~17! by parts onr then yields the low-density
limit for the system-averaged hole,

^nxc~u!&5
1

N E d3r n
3

4pr s
3 F211S au

r s
D 2 2

3
s21••• G .

~19!

While the on-top (u50) hole is negative, the leading inho
mogeneity correction to it for smallu is positive, i.e, inho-
mogeneity makes the hole shallower at smallu. This sug-
gests that, in ther s→` limit, uExcu decreases with increasin
inhomogeneitys. This expectation is confirmed in Fig. 1
where ther s→` curve actually bends downward with in
creasings reflecting the dominance of the correlationlik
nonlocality in the low-density limit. Moreover, the result o
Eq. ~19! is independent ofz, suggesting that ther s→` curve
of Fig. 2 should lie near zero, as it does fors&1.

We have already explained whyFx , the high-density
limit of Fxc , depends as it does uponz and s. A more de-
tailed version of this explanation requires the high-dens
analog of Eq.~19!. The gradient expansion for the exchan
hole density,5 expanded to orderu2 and spin-scaled as in Eq
~12!, is

^nx~u!&5
1

N E d3r n
3

4pr s
3 H 2

11z2

2
1S au

r s
D 2

3F ~11z!8/31~12z!8/3

20
2

s2

27
~11z2!G1•••J .

~20!

Equation~20! can also be found by combining the exact Eq
~14! and ~15! of Ref. 30 for the exchange hole with th
gradient expansion of the kinetic-energy density of Ref.
integrating by parts, and dropping¹z terms.

In the r s→0 limit ~and also in ther s→` and uzu→1
limits, but not otherwise34!, the LSD on-top oru50 hole is
exact. Reducingr s or increasinguzu deepens the on-top hol
and so increasesuExcu. For z50, the on-top density varie
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
-

ll

y

.

,

from 2 1
2(3/4pr s

3) at r s50 to 2(3/4pr s
3) at r s5`, consis-

tent with the increase ofFxc with r s shown in Fig. 1; as the
hole deepens on the scale of (23/4pr s

3), it localizes on the
scale ofr s andExc becomes more local. The inhomogene
or s2 term of Eq.~20! is negative, unlike that of Eq.~19!.
Thus, for sufficiently smallr s , increasings deepens the hole
close to the electron and so increasesuExcu, as shown in Fig.
1.

Now restore the dependence ofExc upon fundamental
constants, includinga05\2/me2, and expand in powers o
e2: c→ce2 in Eq. ~4! and

FxcS r s

a0
,z,sD5Fx~z,s!1S r s

ca0
DFc,2~z,s!1•••, ~21!

where the terms inFxc of zeroth and first order ine2 are
shown explicitly. The functionFc,2(z,s) is well-defined in
PBE, and is given by Eq.~9! of Ref. 9. Ass→`, Fc,2→0 as
expected. Ass→`, Fc,2 diverges like-lns, leading to the
nonanalytic dependence upone2 of the correlation energy for
the uniform gas.

Under the uniform scaling@Eq. ~9!# of a finite system to
the high-density limit (r s→0), we find thatEc tends to a
negative constant,

Ec→2
me4

\2 E d3r nFc,2~z,s!, ~22!

as required by a theorem of Levy@Eq. ~4! of Ref. 35#. More-
over, the constant of Eq.~22! seems to be correct fo
N-electron atoms withN52, 3, 9, 10, and 11 when th
nuclear chargeZ→`.36

In the opposite or low-density limit (r s→`), the
Thomas–Fermi screening length}(a0r s)

1/2 makes an ex-
plicit appearance in the uniform-gas correlation energy, a

FxcS r s

a0
,z,sD→Fxc~`,z,s!2Aa0

r s
K~z,s!1••• . ~23!

At s50, the first and second terms of Eq.~23! are analogs of
the classical and zero-point-vibrational energies of a Wig
crystal. Indeed Eq.~18! of Ref. 29 shows that none of th
first but half of the second is kinetic energy of correlatio
Equation~23! explains why the curves in Fig. 1 approac
their r s5` asymptote slowly. The value of the asympto
Fxc(r s5`,z,s50) can be estimated as 0.9/c51.96, which
accounts for the factor-of-2 variation of the curves in Fig.
To make the estimate, replace the strong correlation of
low-density uniform electron gas by the perfect correlati
of a close-packed Wigner crystal, and approximate the
ergy per electron as29e2/10r s , the electrostatic energy of
neutral spherical unit cell of radiusr s . The latter is the sum
of the the self-repulsion (3e2/5r s) of the sphere of uniform
positive background and its interaction (23e2/2r s) with the
electron at its center.

We have argued that an exchangelike nonlocality do
nates asr s→0, while an opposite correlationlike nonlocalit
dominates asr s→`. For small reduced gradients (s&1),
the cancellation between these nonlocalities for valence e
tron densities (2&r s&10), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, i
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1526 Perdew et al.: Density functional nonlocality
striking. The same cancellation occurs in the linear respo
of the spin-unpolarized uniform electron gas, where the
sponse dvxc(r )5dvxc(q)cos(q–r ) of the exchange-
correlation potentialvxc(r )5dExc /dn(r ) to a density wave
dn(r )5dn(q)cos(q–r ) of small amplitudedn(q) and wave
vectorq is

dvxc~q!52
p

kF
2 gxc~r s ,q/2kF!dn~q!, ~24!

where we have returned to atomic units. The coefficient
dn(q) in Eq. ~24! is simply the Fourier transform with re
spect to r2r 8 of the second functional derivativ
d2Exc /dn(r )dn(r 8). We note thats is small either for a
slow density variation (q→0) of arbitrary amplitude or for a
small-amplitude density variation@dn(q)→0# of arbitrary
rapidity. The restricted GGA form cannot describe both th
limits perfectly. The linear-response limit is physically mo
important than the slowly-varying limit; for example, the r
sponse function gxc contributes a local field facto
gxc(q/2kF)2 to the screening of a local pseudopotential in
bulk simple metal.37,38 Figure 3 comparesgxc in the LSD,

gxc
LSD~r s!5gxc~r s ,q50!

511S 4a2

27 D r s
2S 2

dec

drs
2r s

d2ec

drs
2 D ~25!

with ec5(2c/r s)Fc(r s,0,0), and in the GGA,

gxc
GGA~r s ,q!5gxc

LSD~r s!224p~3p2!1/3Cxc~r s!~q/2kF!2,
~26!

to the essentially exactgxc from a Quantum Monte Carlo
simulation.39 In Eq. ~26!, Cxc(r s) is the coefficient of
u¹nu2/n4/3 in the second-order gradient expansion
Exc@n/2,n/2#. Small dn(q) implies smalls, so every GGA
reduces to its own second-order gradient expansion in
linear-response limit. The PBE GGA was constructed so
its gradient coefficientCx for exchange cancels that for co
relation, and thus its linear response reduces to LSD, wh

FIG. 3. The linear response function of Eq.~24! for the uniform electron gas
(r s54,z50), evaluated in LSD and in two different GGA’s, and the near
exact result of Ref. 39. The curves forr s52 or 5 are similar. The PW91
curve is also that for the second-order gradient expansion approxim
~GEA! for the exchange-correlation energy, which should yield the ex
linear response forq!2kF .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
se
-

f

e

f

is
at

h

is nearly exact for the uniform gas. Simple hole mod
based upon Eqs.~18! and ~20!, such as that of Ref. 30, ef
fectively also yield the PBECx , which is 1.78 times bigger
than the exactCx appropriate to the slowly-varying limit.40

The PW91 GGA was constrained to have what is believe41

to be the correct gradient coefficientCxc(r s) ~Ref. 42 for
exchange and correlation, but provides a less realistic lin
response than the PBE GGA. In fact, the QMC simulat
shows no trace of a nonzeroCxc for z50 and 2<r s<5.
While the gradient expansion of the hole density^nxc(u)& at
smallu yields physically-useful information, the gradient e
pansion for the energy often does not, as a consequenc
the long range of the Coulomb interaction.41,43

At the exchange-only level, the exactgx is known and
has the small-q expansion44

gx511
5

9 S q

2kF
D 2

1
73

225 S q

2kF
D 4

1••• . ~27!

The GGA form cannot produce aq4 term, but the PBE GGA
emulates the exactgx for q/2kF&1 through enhancement o
the q2 term by the factor 1.78.

The second-order gradient contribution to the correlat
energy scales like exchange, i.e., fors!1, Fc5Fc(r s ,z,0)
2mfs2, wherem50.219 51~Ref. 45! and ~in the PBE of
Ref. 9! Fx5Fx(z,0)1mfs2, where

f5@~11z!2/31~12z!2/3#/2. ~28!

Thus these gradient coefficients cancel for allz and r s . Be-
cause exchange must dominate correlation~i.e., Fc→0! as
r s→0, and also because the correlation energy must be n
tive (Fc.0), the second-order gradient expansion for t
correlation energy@i.e., the formula forFc shown above Eq.
~28!# must be generalized. In the PBE of Ref. 9 this
achieved by writing

Ec
GGA@n↑ ,n↓#5E d3r n@ec~r s ,z!1H~r s ,z,t !#

5E d3r nF S 2
c

r s
DFc~r s ,z,s!G , ~29!

where ec(r s ,z) is the correlation energy per particle of
uniform electron gas3 and

t5~pa/4!1/2s/fr s
1/2. ~30!

Figure 1 shows that, in the important ranger s<10, the non-
localities of exchange and correlation cancel fort<1/3. As
t→0, H→(3/p2)mf3t2, but ast→`, H→2ec(r s ,z).

Finally, becausênxc~u!& cannot be much deeper on th
scale of^n& than it is in the lowdensity uniform gas~Lieb–
Oxford bound7,19,46!, the gradient expansion for the exchan
energy@i.e., the formula forFx shown above Eq.~28!# must
also be generalized. The PBE generalization is

Fx~z50,s!511k2k/~11ms2/k!, ~31!

which tends to 11k ass→`. The parameterk50.804 is the
largest value consistent withFxc(r s ,z,s)<2.273 for all r s ,
z, ands, a condition which ensures satisfaction of the Lieb
Oxford bound on the exchange-correlation energy for

on
t
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1527Perdew et al.: Density functional nonlocality
densities. The LSDFxc(r s ,z,0) automatically satisfies thi
bound. Note that this isnot a bound on the exchange
correlation energy density. Because of an integration
parts, GGA is not expected to predict the energy den
correctly.47,48

The conjointness32 of Ts and uExu is most quantitatively
evident in the limit s→0, where Eq. ~31! becomes 1
10.21951s2 and G(z50,s) of Eq. ~15! becomes 1
10.18519s2.

Gradient corrections to LSD capture much of the non
cality of Exc@n↑,n↓#. The residual nonlocality can manife
as a diffuse large-u component of the exact exchang
correlation hole which has no universal dependence u
n↑(r ), n↓(r ), ¹n↑(r ), and¹n↓(r ), and is significant in the
metal surface energy43 and in the valence-electron energy
a multiplybonded molecule, as discussed in Sec. III and R
49. Under this manifestation~which is inauspicious for both
LSD and GGA!, and because of the approximate cancellat
between the nonlocalities ofEx

GGA and Ec
GGA for valence-

electron densities, it can happen thatExc
LSD is more accurate

than Exc
GGA. When an electron is shared by two or mo

isolated subsystems,50–52the diffuse component can have in
finite range. This diffuse component is missed by PW91~due
to the sharpness of its real-space cutoffs!, and also by PBE
~which assumes that the Lieb–Oxford bound is close in
low-density limit!, but could be emulated by reduction of th
parameterk in Eq. ~31!.

There is another way in which LSD and GGA can fa
When the Kohn–Sham noninteracting ground-state wa
function is not a single Slater determinant but a linear co
bination of several degenerate ones, the LSD and G
exchange-correlation holes can fail even close to the elec
(u→0), a situation which is sometimes rectified by symm
try breaking.53 Near-degeneracies which are very differe
from those in the uniform electron gas can also cause
problem.54

II. CHEMICAL CONSEQUENCES OF NONLOCALITY

We pass now to the consequences of nonlocality. T
near locality ofExc@n↑,n↓# for s&1 and 2&r s&10 partly
explains the remarkable success of LSD for many solid s
applications~and its less impressive performance for m
ecules and atoms, where there are regions withs@1!. Be-
cause of the strong cancellation between the GGA nonloc
ties of exchange and correlation in solid-state applicatio
the residue of this cancellation is not uniformly better th
LSD. The spin polarization energy of Fig. 2 is also rath
local, i.e., only weaklys-dependent fors&1 ~and fors&3 at
high densities!, explaining the success of LSD for magn
tism. Where the gradient corrections have an important
fluence on magnetism@e.g., in solid Fe~Ref. 55!#, it is often
an indirect influence via the crystal structure or lattice co
stant.

There are few physical consequences of the correlat
like nonlocality of Fxc , which is seen in Fig. 1 only forr s

*10. One theoretical consequence is that gradient cor
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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tions should oppose the charge-density-wave and Wig
crystal instabilities of the low-density uniform electron ga

Chemical consequences of the exchangelike nonloca
of Fxc for r s&10 have been discussed in Ref. 21. Gradi
corrections to LSD lower atomization energies10 of mol-
ecules and solids, favor open structures relative to clo
packed ones,56–59 raise barriers to the formation of highly
bonded transition-state complexes in chemical reaction60

and usually stretch equilibrium bond lengths. As a numeri
example, consider the hydrogen exchange reac
H1H2→H3→H21H. The transition state H3 has more bonds
than the reactants. The barrier heights are 0.8 eV at
Hartree–Fock level,20.11 eV in LSD, 0.15 eV in the PBE
GGA, and 0.42 eV experimentally, as discussed in Ref.
The negative LSD barrier height means that H3 is incorrectly
predicted to be stable by LSD. The GGA value given abo
is found with the exact spin scaling of Eq.~11!; the approxi-
mate spin scaling of Eq.~12! has little effect~yielding a
barrier of 0.21 eV!.

To understand these effects, we21 have defined and stud
ied distributions and energy-weighted averages^r s&, ^uzu&,
and ^s& of the electron density parameters, and found th
~1! ^r s&, and^s& are larger for the separated atoms than
the molecule or solid, and larger for the separated react
than for the highly-bonded transition-state complex.~2! ^r s&
and^s& increase when we stretch a bond or lattice consta
~3! Gradient corrections favor both density inhomogene
~greater^s&! and density contraction~smaller^r s&!, driving
an infinitesimal process forward if a certain inequality is s
isfied,

d^s&

^s&
>P

d^r s&
2^r s&

1Qd^uzu&, ~32!

whereP'1 andQ'0. In typical processes,d^r s& andd^s&
have the same sign and so compete—a second reason
LSD works as well as it does. In some cases~e.g., H2! gra-
dient corrections actually shorten bond lengths and red
^s&, when by doing so they can produce a sufficient decre
of ^r s&.

It is principally thesignof the gradient corrections toExc

which determines whether they will drive a process forwa
For example, a hypotheticalFxc511ns2 for any positiven
implies Eq.~32! with P51 andQ50. However, it is thesize
of these corrections~or in this example the size ofn! which
determines how strongly the process will be favored. T
strong nonlocality of the exchange energy~the r s50 curve
in Fig. 1! helps to explain why the exchange-only
Hartree–Fock approximation underbinds atoms in m
ecules, overly favors open structures relative to close-pac
ones, and overestimates barriers to the formation of high
bonded transition-state complexes. While LSD likes bon
too much,60 the Hartree–Fock approximation likes them to
little.

In Ref. 21, we tested and confirmed the inequality E
~32! for several physical processes including atomizatio
bond stretchings, and transition-state fragmentations, u
Hartree–Fock and LSD densities. In the present study,
have further confirmed this inequality for atomization of t
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1528 Perdew et al.: Density functional nonlocality
seventeen molecules of Table I. This table also shows
averageŝ r s&, ^s&, and ^uzu& for these molecules at the ex
perimental geometry9,49 and in the separated-atom limi
These calculations were made self-consistently within
PBE GGA ~whose correlation potential is presented in A
pendix A!, using a Gaussian orbital basis and computer p
gram described in Appendix B. All open-shell systems~in-
cluding the separated atoms! were described by the singl
determinant with maximumz-component of spin, and al
other symmetries were allowed to break. The exact sp
scaling of Eq.~11! was used instead of the approximate sp
scaling of Eq.~12!.

While the changesd^r s&, d^uzu&, andd^s& of Eq. ~32!
are due to the valence electrons, the averages^r s&, ^uzu&, and
^s& in Table I were computed for all electrons, including t
cores. As the atomic numberZ increases,̂r s& tends to shrink
faster than̂ s& as a consequence of the increasing effect
the core. Thus, one might want to remove the core contr
tion, as in pseudopotential theory, before testing the ineq
ity Eq. ~32!. However, for the elements withZ<9 in Table I,
we have not found this to be necessary.

In keeping with our analysis above, the self-consist
effect of gradient corrections upon the all-electron density
typically to increasês& and reducêr s& relative to LSD. We
have found this to be the case for all the systems of Tab
In particular there is a GGA core contraction which helps
explain why pseudopotentials constructed for LSD should
reconstructed for GGA.23 Analysis of x-ray diffraction61 on
silicon shows that the core density is more realistic in GG
than in LSD.

The electron density parametersr s , z, ands are closely
related to standard chemical concepts. For example,s(r )
shows the shell structure of an atom, rising as one pa
outward through an electronic shell and falling as one pas

TABLE I. Average density parameters^r s&, ^s&, and^uzu& ~as defined in Ref.
21! for molecules at the experimental geometry and in the separated-
limit, as calculated self-consistently within the PBE GGA.N is the total
number of electrons.

System N

Molecule Atoms

^r s& ^s& ^uzu& ^r s& ^s& ^uzu&

H2 2 1.618 0.892 0.000 2.186 1.092 1.000
B2 10 0.688 0.821 0.166 0.702 0.851 0.180
LiH 4 0.995 0.889 0.000 1.064 0.928 0.437
CH4 10 0.777 0.758 0.000 0.874 0.862 0.491
NH3 10 0.663 0.739 0.000 0.720 0.813 0.463
OH 9 0.537 0.738 0.141 0.551 0.762 0.295
H2O 10 0.566 0.724 0.000 0.596 0.771 0.34
HF 10 0.484 0.710 0.000 0.496 0.732 0.21
Li2 6 0.896 0.891 0.000 0.908 0.905 0.242
LiF 12 0.509 0.733 0.000 0.522 0.750 0.158
C2H2 14 0.649 0.762 0.000 0.696 0.830 0.347
HCN 14 0.590 0.753 0.000 0.620 0.803 0.34
CO 14 0.533 0.743 0.000 0.550 0.777 0.24
N2 14 0.540 0.746 0.000 0.559 0.781 0.337
NO 15 0.516 0.736 0.080 0.529 0.765 0.28
O2 16 0.495 0.727 0.123 0.504 0.752 0.237
F2 18 0.454 0.711 0.000 0.457 0.723 0.138
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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outward through an intershell region.62 Also s(r ) vanishes at
the bond center of a molecule or solid. The changes in
averages upon atomization also have a chemical mea
which can be gleaned from Table I: We observe th
4Nd^r s& and 4Nd^s& are roughly equal to the number o
strong bonds broken~with a weak bond counting as a frac
tion!, andNd^uzu& is the number of unpaired spins created
the atomization. HereN is the total number of electrons i
the molecule.

III. NUMERICAL STUDY OF SEMILOCAL
APPROXIMATIONS

Generalized gradient approximations are sometim
called semilocal approximations. The form of the right-ha
side of Eq.~3! is clearly too restricted to represent the Ha
tree electrostatic energy of Eq.~2!, which is fully nonlocal,
but Eq.~3! is more appropriate for the noninteracting kine
(Ts), exchange (Ex), and exchange-correlation (Exc) ener-
gies. Here we shall examine just how accurate these appr
mations are for molecules and their atomization energies

The kinetic energyTs is best treated exactly by th
Kohn–Sham method.1 Its second-order gradient expansio
T01T2 of Eqs. ~14! and ~15! is in a sense29 its own GGA.
Arguments32 have also been given for a conjoint function
Ts

conj, in which G(z50,s) of Eq. ~14! is replaced byFx(z
50,s)[Fxc(r s50,z50,s). We have not found much evi
dence to favor one choice over the other as the prefe
GGA for the kinetic energy.~For a numerical study of the
sixth-order gradient expansionT01T21T41T6 in solids,
see Ref. 63.!

Tables II and III show our numerical results, using t
PBEFxc(r s ,z,s), for molecules at experimental equilibrium
geometries and their atomization energies. All densities h
been evaluated self-consistently within the Kohn–Sh
implementation of the PBE GGA. Instead of the approxim
spin scalings ofTs andEx implied by Eqs.~15! and~12!, we
have used the exact spin scalings of Eqs.~13! and ~11!, as
usual.

The ‘‘exact’’ Ts andEx of Tables II and III were evalu-
ated from the occupied Kohn–Sham orbitals by summ
their individual kinetic energies and by evaluation of t
Fock integral, respectively. The ‘‘exact’’Exc for each mol-
ecule or atom was found by starting from the exact nonre
tivistic total energyE and then subtractingEPBE2Exc

PBE. The
exact nonrelativistic total energies for the atoms were ta
from Refs. 64,65, and those for the molecules were fou
from those for the atoms by subtraction of the experimen
atomization energies, with the zero-point vibrational ene
removed. For references and a detailed discussion~including
LSD and PW91 energies!, see Ref. 49.

There have been previous studies ofTs for molecules66

and its change upon atomization,67 but we have found tha
accurate calculations ofTs anddTs require much larger basi
sets~Appendix B! than are required for accurate calculatio
of E, Ex , or Exc . We believe that our values ofTs have a
basis-set error of 0.01 hartree or less.

m
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TABLE II. Numerical test of generalized gradient approximations for the noninteracting kinetic (Ts), exchange
(Ex), and exchange-correlation (Exc) energies of molecules. ForTs, two GGA’s are presented: the secon
order gradient expansionT01T2 and the conjoint functionalTs

conj . Experimental geometries and self-consiste
PBE densities have been employed.~All energies in hartrees.!

Molecule T01T2 TS
conj Ts Ex

PBE Ex Exc
PBE Exc

H2 1.125 1.107 1.140 20.648 20.657 20.691 20.698
B2 49.010 48.784 49.172 27.539 27.525 27.795 27.872
LiH 8.003 7.934 7.978 22.105 22.125 22.188 22.212
CH4 40.141 40.050 40.276 26.536 26.576 26.836 26.883
NH3 55.911 55.846 56.301 27.634 27.647 27.948 27.996
OH 74.779 74.734 75.470 28.518 28.525 28.797 28.846
H2O 75.477 75.462 76.150 28.917 28.910 29.241 29.292
HF 99.242 99.300 100.137 210.385 210.378 210.720 210.779
Li2 14.922 14.797 14.857 23.508 23.542 23.631 23.671
LiF 106.189 106.206 107.051 211.917 211.910 212.293 212.370
C2H2 76.572 76.418 76.951 210.961 210.971 211.391 211.470
HCN 92.390 92.250 93.025 212.048 212.030 212.488 212.567
CO 112.013 111.910 112.897 213.313 213.289 213.762 213.847
N2 108.242 108.115 109.115 213.128 213.094 213.580 213.665
NO 128.198 128.107 129.434 214.732 214.680 215.222 215.300
O2 148.369 148.312 149.843 216.358 216.290 216.887 216.958
F2 196.729 196.832 198.892 219.951 219.872 220.564 220.661
or
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Table III shows that the performance of the GGA f
atomization energies tends to improve as one passes froTs

to Ex , and fromEx to Exc , as we had expected. The su
rule8,25 and on-top hole34,54,68 arguments provide especiall
powerful constraints upon the exact and GGA exchan
correlation energies when the exchange-correlation hol
well-localized around its electron, as it is in these system49

Upon atomization~Table III!, the exact kinetic energy
becomes less positive and the exact exchange-correlatio
ergy becomes less negative. The exact exchange energy
cally also becomes less negative, but not for the multip
bonded molecules N2, NO, O2, and F2. For these molecules
the exact exchange hole has a rather complicated shape

TABLE III. Numerical test of generalized gradient approximations for t
changes upon atomization of the noninteracting kinetic (dTs), exchange
(dEx), and exchange-correlation (dExc) energies. See caption of Table I
~All energies in hartrees.!

Molecule d(T01T2) dTs
conj dTs dEx

PBE dEx dExc
PBE dExc

H2 20.114 20.107 20.149 0.044 0.042 0.075 0.08
B2 20.101 20.144 20.137 0.092 0.019 0.123 0.11
LiH 20.038 20.046 20.063 0.050 0.046 0.077 0.08
CH4 20.600 20.681 20.622 0.312 0.298 0.445 0.44
NH3 20.106 20.204 20.432 0.197 0.153 0.316 0.30
OH 20.003 20.046 20.165 0.071 0.044 0.112 0.10
H2O 20.195 20.273 20.350 0.168 0.121 0.248 0.24
HF 20.236 20.280 20.221 0.112 0.079 0.152 0.15
Li2 20.004 20.021 20.019 0.002 20.002 0.024 0.031
LiF 20.229 20.297 20.211 0.194 0.146 0.229 0.22
C2H2 20.526 20.678 20.614 0.326 0.258 0.456 0.44
HCN 20.080 20.237 20.473 0.199 0.101 0.311 0.28
CO 20.226 20.351 20.414 0.153 0.066 0.225 0.20
N2 0.332 0.171 20.348 0.067 20.051 0.161 0.138
NO 0.359 0.226 20.240 0.056 20.066 0.135 0.104
O2 0.172 0.065 20.223 0.069 20.058 0.131 0.094
F2 0.273 0.209 20.050 0.009 20.111 0.043 0.019
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
-
is
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long range not properly imitated by GGA; as a result, GG
gives rather poor results fordTs anddEx , and this error is
partially propagated intodExc . These are the molecule
whose atomization energies benefit the most from ex
exchange mixing.12–16

While the error of the PBE forExc of molecules is only
about 0.7%, it would be about seven times smaller for
Perdew–Wang 1991~Refs. 7,10,11! GGA. However, the
smaller total-energy error of the more complex PW91 do
not buy any improvement9 in the changedExc upon atomi-
zation, in comparison with the PBE ‘‘GGA made simple’’ o
Ref. 9.

IV. FINAL REMARKS

Density functional theory is a simplification of many
particle quantum mechanics. Its approximations ought to
and are derivable and understandable from the fundame
principles of quantum mechanics.

A universal functionalExc@n↑ ,n↓#, which glues one
atom to another, links seemingly diverse systems~such as
atoms, molecules, and solids! with different bonding charac-
ters~covalent, ionic, metallic, hydrogen, and van der Waa!.
Just as nature seamlessly links atoms to solids via clus
etc., our density functional description ought to be seamle
Even the uniform electron gas is almost represented in
ture’s data set: The success of the stabilized jellium mod69

reaffirms that the exchange-correlation energy of the vale
electrons in a simple metallic crystal like Na or Al is esse
tially that of a uniform gas.

Density functionals illuminate our understanding of re
systems, and the study of real systems can reflect back u
our understanding of the functionals. We believe that t
process would work most effectively if calculated propert
were routinely reported at several levels of density functio
theory, including the LSD and nonempirical GGA levels.
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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APPENDIX A: GGA CORRELATION POTENTIAL

Self-consistent implementations of density function
Exc@n↑ ,n↓# typically require the exchange-correlation pote
tial or functional derivativedExc /dns(r ). Complete expres-
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sions for the GGA exchange potential can be found in E
~16! and ~24!–~26! of Ref. 5. Expressions for the GGA cor
relation potential in the form needed for PW91 or PBE we
given in Eq.~33! of Ref. 7, but this reference is not widel
available and a term that belongs in its Eq.~33! was inad-
vertently dropped70 from that presentation.

The functional derivative of Eq.~3! is

dExc
GGA/dns~r !5vxc

s,GGA~@n↑ ,n↓#;r !
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] f

]ns
2¹•S ] f

]¹ns
D . ~A1!

Applying Eq. ~A1! to Eq. ~29! for any functionH, we find
the GGA correlation potential
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ds
where sgn@s# is 11 for s5↑ and 21 for s5↓. At the
nucleus,¹2n diverges like (2/r )dn/dr, and so do the GGA
exchange and correlation potentials.

Subroutines which evaluate the PBE exchan
correlation ‘‘energy density’’ and potential are available
e-mail from perdew@mailhost.tcs.tulane.edu or on the W
at http://www.phy.tulane.edu/;kieron/dft.html

APPENDIX B: BASIS SETS AND OTHER
COMPUTATIONAL FACTORS

The calculations reported in this article were done wit
modified version of theCADPAC program.71. This program
uses Gaussian basis sets, and the integrations over the
sity are performed numerically. The exponents of most of
basis sets in theCADPAC basis set library are optimized fo
Hartree–Fock calculations on atoms. Additional polarizat
functions are added to provide enough flexibility for calc
lations on molecules. These basis sets are usually contra
and the contraction coefficients are obtained from Hartre
Fock calculations. In the course of this work we found th
at the level of triple zeta plus two sets of polarization fun
tions, these basis sets in general are flexible enough to
atomization energies with an accuracy of the order of 0.0
hartree compared to the basis set limit. However, we a
found that the basis sets described above are often no
propriate for the accurate calculation of the kinetic ener
We found it necessary to decontract the basis sets, in ord
obtain accurate values for the kinetic energy in DFT cal
lations. The final basis sets used in this work have b
-
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checked by optimizing the geometries of the molecules
LSD exchange-only calculations and by checking the vir
relationTs52E. In all cases we found that this relation
satisfied with an error of 0.01 hartree or less.
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